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Background: Rates of acute kidney injury (AKI) as high as 75% have been reported in hematopoietic 

stem cell transplant (HSCT) patients.  Previous studies have identified single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNP) associated with AKI.  However, few studies, have examined genetic associations with AKI in HSCT 

recipients.  

Methods: We perform a case-control analysis in a sample of 795 HSCT recipients who developed AKI 

and 1052 HSCT recipients without AKI.  18 SNPs that were previously identified as candidates for AKI 

were tested for association using multivariate logistic regression models. 

Results: We identified three genetic polymorphisms associated with developing AKI.  The T allele in 

rs3024495 and the C allele in rs1800896 of interleukin 10 (IL-10) both decreased the odds of developing 

AKI (OR=0.75, p=0.0029 and OR=0.84, p=0.011 respectively).  The C allele for rs4540055 in toll-like 

receptor 1 (TLR1) increased the odds of developing AKI (OR=1.84, p=0.0016). Both rs3034495 and 

rs4540055 remained significant after adjustment for covariates. 

Conclusions: Genetic polymorphisms in IL-10 and TLR1 were associated with AKI development in HSCT 

recipients.   
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Introduction 

 

Hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) recipients often develop acute kidney injury (AKI) in the acute 

post transplant period.  Reported AKI incidence in HSCT patients varies but some studies suggest up to 

75% of HSCT patients will develop some degree of kidney injury following transplantation1,2.  HSCT 

patients who develop AKI, especially those who require dialysis have a higher mortality rate than those 

who do not1-3.  In addition, studies demonstrate that the AKI predisposes HSCT recipients to long term 

renal insufficiency4.   

 AKI following HSCT is likely multifactorial.  The medications and preconditioning regimens may cause 

intrinsic damage to the kidney.  In addition, many HSCT patients develop complications such as 

venocclusive disease3,5, infection3 and acute graft versus host disease (AGVHD) post transplant which 

may result in ischemia and direct intrinsic damage to the kidney3.  Finally, endothelial injury may lead to 

development of thrombotic microangiopathy (TMA) within the kidney.   

Previous studies of AKI in hospitalized patients have found significant associates with certain genetic 

polymorphisms and AKI development6.  These studies have identified genes that are involved in a diverse 

array of pathways which have some biologic plausibility for contributing to AKI.  Most of these studies 

have focused on non-HSCT patients who have undergone surgery or developed sepsis.  However, the 

development of AKI in HSCT patients potentially has similar mechanistic underpinnings such as 

inflammation and ischemia.    

We conducted an association study of AKI in a sample of HSCT recipients from the Fred Hutchinson 

Cancer Research Center.  We analyzed candidate single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) for AKI that 

were previously identified in non-HSCT samples to identify genetic associations that replicate in HSCT 

recipients. 
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Methods 

 

Literature Search for Candidate SNPs 

We performed a comprehensive PubMed search using the terms “acute kidney injury” “gene” and “gene 

polymorphism” to identify studies published by Jan 1, 2011 that reported an association between AKI and 

genetic polymorphisms. These manuscripts were manually examined for subject matter, type and 

strength of association.   We included only studies whose subjects included adult hospitalized patients as 

this demographic most closely resembled our study cohort.  SNPs with associations p values were less 

than 0.05 in at least one of the studies were included in our analysis.  Studies that did not report a p-value 

that met this significance threshold were excluded from our analysis. In addition, we looked at four 

previously unpublished SNPs which potentially mediate the development of AKI and are currently being 

investigated at the University of Washington’s Kidney Research Institute.  We excluded studies that 

reported associations with alternative genetic variants such as deletions, microsatellites, or variable 

number tandem repeats due to limitations of our SNP genotyping array to provide informative analysis.  A 

total of 19 SNPs met our criteria (Table 1).    

The angiotensinogen (AGT) SNP was unable to be properly identified for further study.  This SNP was 

found to be significantly associated with AKI in the cardiac bypass population7. AGT plays an important 

role in blood pressure control as part of the renin-angiotensin system.  Recent studies have linked urinary 

levels of AGT to increased risk of developing AKI 8. Thus, this SNP may be associated with AKI in HSCT 

recipients and would have been interesting to study.   SNPs in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with the 

candidate SNPs as defined by an R2 value >0.8 were identified using SNP Annotation and Proxy Search 

(SNAP)9 and Genome Variation Server10.  These SNPs were used to support associations identified by 

the candidate SNPs.    

Study Design and Sample  

This study included a total of 3371 hematopoietic stem cell transplant recipients receiving transplants 

from 1992 to 2012 who received allogeneic HCT after myeloablative preconditioning at the Fred 
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Hutchinson Cancer Research Center and Seattle Cancer Care Alliance.  All recipient DNA samples were 

collected before HCT according to approved research protocols.  Project specific IRB approval was 

obtained for the use of these samples.  The sample population was divided into two cohorts due to 

change in genotype platform that occurred during the study.  Cohort 1 patients enrolled in the study from 

1992-2004 and were genotyped using the Affymetrix GeneChip®Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 5. 

Cohort 2 patients enrolled in the study from 2005 to 2012 and were genotyped using the Illumina 

HumanOmni 1.2M Quad®.   

Exclusion criteria included those patients without a baseline creatinine, those with a missing indication for 

dialysis, and those with a baseline creatinine >4.  Additionally, participants were excluded if their 

genotyping information was not available to investigators.  There were 48 individuals who were excluded 

from our analysis due to missing baseline creatinine, missing indication for dialysis, or baseline creatinine 

>4.  Of the remaining 3323, 104 had missing genotype information and were also excluded from the 

analysis.  Figure 1 illustrates study participation groups and exclusions. Summary statistics for age, 

gender, average grade of AGVHD, and type of donor transplant were similar between the two cohorts 

(Table 2).   The final study sample for the genetic association analysis of AKI consisted of 3218 

individuals, with 1399 individuals from Cohort 1 and 1820 individuals from Cohort 2.    

Measurements of Outcomes and Variables 

Clinical and demographic data were collected on participants at multiple time points during the study.  

Baseline creatinine was defined as the creatinine obtained at admission for HSCT.  Participants were 

classified as developing AKI if they had a doubling of their baseline creatinine sustained for seven days 

during the first 100 days post transplant.  Our AKI definition was the equivalent of acute kidney injury 

network (AKIN) stage 2 criteria11 or the Injury stratification using the RIFLE criteria used by the Acute 

Dialysis Quality Initiative12.  The controls were the sample individuals who did not meet this criterion. 

Available demographic covariates included age, gender, unrelated vs related donor, and average grade 

of graft versus host disease as previously described13.  Age was modeled as a continuous variable and 

the other three variables were categorical.  Principle components analysis using previously reported 

methods was performed with ~120,000 common SNPs genotyped on both arrays to adjust for population 
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stratification14.  This analysis was performed by the FHCRC and the first four PCAs were used as 

covariates in the analysis. 

Sample Preparation, Genotyping, Quality Control and Imputations 

Genomic DNA specimens were extracted from blood mononuclear cells or EBV transformed B 

lymphocyte cells using the Puregene kit, Qiagen, Valencia, CA.  In Cohort 1, the Affymetrix Service 

Laboratory (ASL; Santa Clara, CA) performed amplification and hybridization using the Affymetrix 

GeneChip®Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 5.0.   Data quality was assessed via three different 

methods: the Affymetrix Bayesian Robust Linear Model with Mahalanobis distance classifier (BRLMM) 

based “QC call rate”, the clustering call rate and a PCR-based ABO and XY genotyping based sample 

verification method. In Cohort 2, the Fred Hutchinson genomic core facility performed amplification and 

hybridization using the Illumina HumanOmni 1.2M Quad® (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA).  Data quality 

was assessed using the Illumina GenomeStudio software®. 

The candidate SNP genotype determination algorithm has been described previously13.  Original 

candidate SNPs that were not genotyped on one or both arrays were imputed according to 1000 

Genomes Project Phase 1 SNPs using the software IMPUTE v2.  For each unknown SNP in a data set, 

IMPUTE v2 calculates a marginal probability for each possible genotype at that location using hidden 

Markov Models and the information provided by the surrounding observed haplotypes and genotypes of 

the unknown genotype's flanking regions.  Probability distributions for each called genotype are also 

provided to help correct errors.15,16  If none of the possible genotypes at an imputed locus had a 

maximum posterior genotype probability exceeding 0.8, then the SNP was excluded from the association 

study with AKI (Tables 2 &3). 

 All genotyped and imputed SNPs that violated Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium with P value <0.001, had a 

minor allele frequency (MAF) <0.001 or had a <90% call rate were excluded from the analyses.  Note that 

the groups of SNPs passing these quality control measures differed between Cohort 1 and Cohort 2 with 

more SNPs satisfying the criteria in Cohort 2 (Tables 2 & 3).  Only six validation SNPs passed quality 
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control filters in Cohort 1 while all validation SNPs passed quality metrics in Cohort 2. This discrepancy 

remained when including SNPs in high linkage disequilibrium with the validation SNPs (Table 4).  

Due to the discrepancy noted between the two cohorts, further analysis of the SNPs was performed.  A 

logistic regression association analysis comparing Cohort 1 and Cohort 2 was performed using PLINK 

software17,18, where one cohort was designated to be cases and the other was the control. The analysis 

was restricted only to those SNPs passing quality control in both cohorts.  This comparison suggested a 

systematic difference existed between the two cohorts (Figure 2).  Given that more validation SNPs 

passed quality control measures in Cohort 2 (Tables 2 & 3) and concerns for a systematic difference 

amongst the participants, samples from Cohort 1 were excluded from the association analysis with AKI.  

Statistical Analysis 
 
Summary demographic statistics for the two separate cohorts as well as the combined cohort were 

calculated in R. Exploratory logistic regression for non-genetic factors including age, gender, type of 

donor transplant, and average grade of AGVHD was also done using R19.  Logistic regression for each 

SNP was performed in PLINK17,18. Logistic regression was used to find odds ratio and 95% confidence 

levels for each of the SNPs analyzed.  All odds ratios were adjusted for age, gender, type of donor 

transplant, and average grade of graft vs host disease as these characteristics may be associated with 

development of AKI.  The first four principle components were included in the model to account for 

population structure within this population13.  LocusZoom 20and R software19 were used for all graphical 

representations. 
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Results 

 

Exploratory logistic regression of covariates showed a significant association between gender and AKI 

(OR=0.43, p=<0.001).  While 50% of all females were cases, only 40% of males were cases.  Average 

grade of AGVHD also was associated with AKI (OR:0.1.17, p=<0.001).  The other variables were not 

statistically associated with the outcome but were included in the model due to the a priori hypothesis that 

they may be confounders.  Three SNPs in two genes were associated with AKI in the sample HSCT 

Cohort 2 recipients (Table 6). These included rs3024495 and rs1800896 in interleukin 10 (IL-10) and 

rs4540055 in toll-like receptor 1 (TLR1).  When controlling for age, gender, average AGVHD, and type of 

transplant, each additional T allele in rs3024495 decreased the odds of AKI development (OR=0.75, 

p=0.0029).  For rs1800896, a similar decrease in AKI odds was seen for each additional C allele 

(OR=0.84, p=0.011). This second association does not remain significant when employing a Bonferroni 

correction.  The decreased odds for AKI associated with these SNPs is consistent with results of the 

study by Wattanatham21.  SNPs in high LD with these two SNPs show similar statistical associations with 

AKI development (Figures 5 and 6).  

Each copy of the C allele for rs4540055 significantly increases risk of AKI in HSCT patients when 

controlling for age, gender, average AGVHD, and type of transplant (OR=1.84, p=0.0016).  This SNP has 

previously been unreported in the literature for association with AKI.  This SNP is not in high LD with any 

of our genotyped SNPs because there were no  SNPs in high LD identified in SNAP9 or GVS10.  
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Discussion 

 

Interleukin 10 (IL-10) is an anti-inflammatory cytokine produced by virtually all inflammatory cells with 

monocytes being the primary producers.  IL-10 regulates the immune system to prevent immune 

mediated damage to the host22.  Several studies have indicated that IL-10 plays a renoprotective role 23.  

IL-10 reduces gene expression of proteins in the fibrosis pathway. It also decreases the migration of 

inflammatory cells during renal injury.  Reduction of IL-10 in mice models of tubulointerstitial disease 

results in increased fibrosis and renal injury24 

Genetic polymorphisms in IL-10 has been previously associated with the development of autoimmune 

diseases such as Crohn’s disease25,26.  Our study examined rs3024495, rs1800896, and rs1800872  

because Wattanatham originally found an association of haplotype CGG corresponding to rs 1800872, 

rs1800896, and rs3024495 and increased risk of renal dysfunction in critically ill patients with sepsis who 

developed pneumonia 21.  Our study looked at the separate additive effects of these three SNPs and 

discovered that each T allele at rs3024495 and each C allele at rs1800896 decreased the odds of AKI.  

While our single SNP association analysis is not the same as the analysis performed in the original study, 

the association results for these two SNPs are consistent with the results by Wattanatham21.  The 

association between rs1800896 and AKI does not remain significant when using a strict Bonferroni 

correction. However, other studies have suggested that rs1800896 is associated with kidney injury.  In a 

recent study by Chang et al, rs1800896 genotypes AG and GG were associated with increased risk of 

contrast nephropathy, a form of acute kidney injury, when compared to AA genotype 27 . This result is 

consistent with the C allele being protective. No other studies have examined the association between 

rs3024495 and kidney injury. 

We identified a novel polymorphism rs4540055 in the TLR1 gene that appears to be associated with AKI 

in HSCT patients.  This particular SNP was not examined in any of the previous validations studies but 

preliminary unpublished data from the Kidney Research Institute at the University of Washington 

suggested that it might be related to AKI development in other populations.  The toll-like receptors (TLR) 

family recognizes conserved microbial components and triggers the host’s immune system.  TLR1 is a 
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cell surface molecule that recognizes lipopeptides on certain infectious agents. TLR1 is expressed in the 

renal tubular cells during injury 28.  Other genetic studies have linked polymorphisms in TLR1 to organ 

dysfunction29, urinary tract infections30 and IgA nephropathy31.  These disease processes often have a 

similar endpoint in inflammation, which is thought to be a key mediator of AKI.   

Our association between TLR1's rs4540055 and AKI coupled with our association of IL-10 polymorphisms 

with AKI is interesting as other evidence suggests that the two genes are involved in the same pathway. 

TLRs regulate IL-10 expression during times of infection32. Additionally, previous reports of genetic 

polymorphisms in TLR1 linked different genotypes to differential levels of IL-10 production33.  Further 

examination of possible interactions between single nucleotide polymorphisms in these two genes and 

AKI may be informative. 

Fifteen out of the eighteen SNPs we considered with previous associations with AKI were not associated 

with AKI in this HSCT population. A number of differences exist between our study population and 

previous studies, which may explain the non-replication of these SNPs.  Our study population likely varies 

greatly from the previous study populations in terms of overall health, medications administered and 

medical complications such as liver dysfunction that predisposes to kidney injury.  In addition, we 

severely alter their immune system and inflammatory processes.   Thus, many SNPs associated with 

inflammatory cascades and previously linked to AKI in other diseases may not be the primary mediators 

of AKI in our population.  Our population also has the unique situation of having two genomes, the donor's 

present in all cells produced by the bone marrow and their own in all other cells.  In our study, we 

examined only the HSCT recipient’s genotype not the donor’s genotype, potentially confounding 

previously associated genetic polymorphisms especially those involved in pathways that rely on both local 

and systemic signaling.   

Mechanistic studies demonstrate that inflammation is an important mediator of AKI development.34,35  

Both the local environment and systemic circulating factors interact to comprise this inflammation 

cascade.  Renal tubular epithelial cells and renal endothelial cells both produce chemokines and 

cytokines which attract systemic inflammatory cells.  In our population, the renal tubular cells and 

endothelial cells have the HSCT recipients’ DNA whereas especially after engraftment, the systemic 
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inflammatory cells would contain donor DNA.  IL-10 was significantly associated with AKI development in 

our study.  IL-10 production is locally secreted by local macrophages and dendritic cells in the kidney in 

addition to systemic inflammatory cells24,36.  Thus, the association may have remained intact even when 

excluding donor genotype from analysis.   TLR1 receptors are present on renal tubular cells and are 

thought to work locally to drive the inflammation cascade31.  Thus, recipient genetic polymorphisms in 

TLR1 might be expected to play a role in AKI.  However, several of the other genes in this study are 

expressed locally in the kidney and thus one might expect to see validation with these SNPs even when 

focusing on HSCT recipient's genotype suggesting that there are other reasons for failed validation.   

Increased phenotypic variability likely contributes to failure of replication due to increased subjectivity of 

the case definition. Previous attempts to validate SNPs in other disease phenotypes with a large degree 

of variability such as acute GVHD support this idea13.  AKI definitions especially those from early studies 

were not standardized.  Recent attempts to improve standardization of AKI have led to two different 

classification systems, RIFLE12 and AKIN 11. Our AKI definition was the equivalent of AKIN stage 2 

criteria11  or the injury stratification using the RIFLE criteria12.  However, most of the studies we were 

trying to validate were completed prior to the development of these standardized tools.  Many of the 

studies focused on more severe types of AKI which may explain the failure of many of the candidate 

SNPs to replicate.  Perhaps, these SNPS are more predictive of severity of disease instead of 

development of disease.   

Interestingly, when examined separately, both cohorts seemed to have a greater number of insignificant p 

values than one would expect by chance for the number of SNPs examined, suggesting that our 

association results may be conservative.  This finding may be an artifact of the high LD of the SNPs in our 

study.  However, several possible sources of variability remain unaccounted for in our study which could 

impact the association results.  We found an association between both gender and AGVHD and AKI, both 

previously identified as risk factors1.  Likely, other known risk factors for AKI that we do not include in our 

analysis may be associated with AKI development in this population.  For example, we have included little 

information about preexisting conditions which may increase risk of AKI such as diabetes37 and 

hypertension38.   We also have no data on whether patients had infectious complications or developed 
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venoocclusive disease during their first 100 days post transplant.  We also may not be able to detect 

SNPs with small effect size due to the noise created by the heterogeneous nature of our study 

participants.    

While individual cohort results suggest conservative estimates for our validation SNPs, a comparison of 

the controls from both cohorts suggests that a nonrandom systematic difference in genotyping exists.  

Several recent studies of other array technologies suggest that a large degree of discordance exists 

amongst the platforms39.  Newly designed arrays target areas previously found to provide poor data 

quality.  Thus one would expect that Cohort 2’s genotyping quality might be improved given this cohort 

included all the later enrollees.  Also, each cohort was analyzed using separate genotyping algorithms.  

Again, the algorithm employed for genotyping in cohort 2 likely has included technologic discoveries 

potentially improving genotype identification.  Our genotyping may have improved had we used multiple 

algorithms for genotype calling.  Using multiple algorithms for variant calling has shown to improve 

sensitivity of variant detection for several platforms40.   Use of the same algorithms throughout the sample 

and/or multiple algorithms to improve quality of calls may have helped dissipate the differences observed 

between the two groups.   

Genotyping platforms likely contributed to the differences between our two cohorts and also might explain 

why we failed to find associations between certain candidate SNPs and AKI.   Several different types of 

genotyping platforms were employed in the previous studies examining SNP associations with AKI. We 

also used two different platforms for our sample.  Differing sequencing techniques likely results in some 

variation in the genotype results and may lead to confounding.  Additionally, we had to impute several of 

the validation SNPs as they were not directly genotyped on our assays.  Imputation methods are 

increasingly common in recent genetic literature due to all the different platforms available and have 

largely shown to reliably produce genotype calls at untyped SNPS15,41.  However, all imputation methods 

involve certain assumptions and are affected by the amount of coverage provided on the genotype 

platform.  Thus, imputation introduces another level of variation into analysis and may confound results, 

leading both to the systematic difference between our two cohorts and also may have led to our inability 

to identify associations between certain candidate SNPs and AKI.  
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Summary and Conclusions 

 

In conclusion, SNPs in IL-10 and TLR1 were associated with AKI development and may suggest a role 

for IL-10 and TLR1 in mediating AKI in HSCT patients.  Other SNPs in these genes as well as genes 

upstream and downstream in each of these pathways should be examined.  Future studies of this 

combined cohort need to be carefully examined for systematic differences between genotyping 

technologies and biases that may be introduced by the use of different genotyping algorithms on different 

subgroups within the sample.   Finally, exploration of how donor genotype affects AKI development in 

HSCT is future research that should be conducted for greater insight into the genetic risk factors for AKI 

in HSCT patients.   
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 Table 1: SNPs identified by literature search for validation 
Gene RS# Chr Pos Alleles Publications 
IL10 3024495 1 206942413 C/T Wattanatham et al 200521 
IL10 1800872 1 206946407 T/G Wattanatham et al 200521 
IL10 1800896 1 206946897 T/C Wattanatham et al 200521 
TLR1 4540055 4 38803255 A/C Himmelfarb unpublished 
TLR1 5743551 4 38807654 T/C Himmelfarb unpublished 
IL6 1800797 7 22766221 A/G Stafford-Smith et al 20057 
IL6 1800796 7 22766246 G/C Stafford-Smith et al 20057 

IL6 1800795 7 22766645 C/G 
Gaudino et al 200242,  
Stafford-Smith et al 20057 

EPO 1617640 7 100317298 C/A Popov et al 201043 
NOS3 2070744 7 150690079 C/T Popov et al 200944 
NOS3 1799983 7 150696111 T/G Stafford-Smith et al 20057 
TIRAP 611953 11 126163691 A/G Himmelfarb unpublished 
TIRAP 625413 11 126164349 T/C Himmelfarb unpublished 
PNMT 876493 17 37824545 G/A Alam et al 201045 
PNMT 5638 17 37826249 A/G Alam et al 201045 

APOE 429358 19 45411941 T/C 
Chew et al 200046, MacKensen et al 
200447, Stafford-Smith et al 20057 

APOE 7412 19 45412079 C/T 
Chew et al 200046, MacKensen et al 
200447, Stafford-Smith et al 20057 

HIF1A 11549467 14 62207575 A/G Kolyada et al 200948 
AGT** ? 1 842 T/A Stafford-Smith et al 20057 

**Unable to find the exact identity of this SNP in order to perform validation.  
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Table 2: Summary demographics for each cohort 
Covariate Cohort 1 (n=1399) Cohort 2 (n=1820) 
Age 37.47 (s.d. 14.26) 43.86 years (s.d. 15.93) 
Gender (males) 834 (58.8%) 1095(59.3%) 
Number of unrelated donor 
transplant 

682 (48%) 1060 (57%) 

Average grade of acute graft vs 
host disease 

2.95 (sd:1.05) 1.75 (sd:1.12) 

AKI 669 (47%) 795 (43%) 
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Table 3: Validation SNP Metrics for Cohort 1 

Gene RS# 
Genotyped/ 
Imputation 

Call Rate 
Posterior 

Probability
HWE      

(p value) 
MAF Pass/Fail 

IL10 3024495 I 0.99 0.99 0.54 0.15 P 
IL10 1800872 I 0.89 0.94 0.92 0.25 F 
IL10 1800896 I 0.75 0.87 0.94 0.43 F 
TLR1 4540055 I 0.96 0.99 <0.001 0.054 F 
TLR1 5743551 I 0.94 0.97 0.03 0.31 P 
IL6 1800797 I 0.99 0.99 0.75 0.36 P 
IL6 1800796 I 0.93 0.96 <0.001 0.11 F 
IL6 1800795 G 1.0 1.00 0.94 0.36 P 

EPO 1617640 I 0.68 0.85 0.0040 0.37 F 
NOS3 2070744 I 0.59 0.81 0.18 0.34 F 
NOS3 1799983 I 0.54 0.79 0.79 0.28 F 
TIRAP 611953 I 0.99 1.00 0.15 0.21 P 
TIRAP 625413 I 0.99 1.00 0.40 0.19 P 
PNMT 876493 I 0.14 0.63 <0.001 0.27 F 
PNMT 5638 I 0.67 0.84 0.81 0.079 F 
APOE 429358 I 0.79 0.90 1.00 0.13 F 
APOE 7412 I 0.78 0.88 0.35 0.038 F 
HIF1A 11549467 I 1.0 0.99 1 .00 0.00035 F 
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Table 4: Validation SNP Metrics for Cohort 2 

Gene RS# 
Genotyped/ 
Imputation 

Call Rate 
Posterior 

Probability
HWE      

(p value) 
MAF Pass/Fail 

IL10 3024495 I 1.00 1.00 0.27 0.16 P 
IL10 1800872 I 1.00 1.00 0.47 0.23 P 
IL10 1800896 G 1.00 1.00 0.13 0.48 P 
TLR1 4540055 I 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.033 P 
TLR1 5743551 G 1.00 1.00 0.054 0.25 P 
IL6 1800797 G 1.00 0.99 0.034 0.41 P 
IL6 1800796 G 1.00 0.99 0.73 0.049 P 
IL6 1800795 I 0.99 0.96 0.018 0.42 P 

EPO 1617640 I 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.39 P 
NOS3 2070744 I 0.94 0.97 1.00 0.38 P 
NOS3 1799983 I 0.94 0.97 0.077 0.31 P 
TIRAP 611953 G 1.00 1 .00 1.00 0.22 P 
TIRAP 625413 G 1.00 1 .00 1.00 0.22 P 
PNMT 876493 G 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.43 P 
PNMT 5638 G 1.00 1 .00 0.43 0.021 P 
APOE 429358 I 0.99 1.00 0.61 0.14 P 
APOE 7412 G 0.99 0.99 0.081 0.074 P 
HIF1A 11549467 G 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.0092 P 
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Table 5: Number of SNPs passing all imputation and quality control metrics 

Cohort 
Validation SNPs Passing Quality Measures 

(total SNPs=18) 
All SNPs Passing Quality Measures 

(total SNPs=533) 
Cohort 1 6 (33%) 323 (61%) 
Cohort 2 18 (100%) 489 (92%) 
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Table 6:  Association of Validation SNPs and Acute Kidney Injury in Cohort 2 

Gene SNP CHR BP 
Minor 
Allele 

OR p value 

IL-10 rs3024495 1 206942413 T 0.75 0.0029 
IL-10 rs1800896 1 206946897 C 0.84 0.011 
IL-10 rs1800872 1 206946407 T 1.07 0.44 
TLR1 rs4540055 4 38803255 C 1.84 0.0016 
TLR1 rs5743551 4 38807654 C 1.07 0.41 
NOS3 rs1799983 7 150696111 T 1.10 0.18 
NOS3 rs2070744 7 150690079 C 1.08 0.27 

IL6 rs1800795 7 22766645 C 0.93 0.29 
IL6 rs1800796 7 22766246 C 1.01 0.96 
IL6 rs1800797 7 22766221 A 0.93 0.29 

EPO rs1617640 7 100317298 C 0.98 0.78 
TIRAP rs625413 11 126164349 T 0.93 0.26 
TIRAP rs611953 11 126163691 A 1.094 0.31 
PNMT rs876493 17 37824545 G 0.99 0.92 
PNMT rs5638 17 37826249 G 0.76 0.26 
APOE rs429358 19 45411941 C 0.97 0.75 
APOE rs7412 19 45412079 T 1.37 0.17 
HIF1A rs11549467 14 62207575 A 1.00 0.99 
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Figure 1: Enrollment flow diagram for HSCT recipients in the study 
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Figure 2: Cohort 1 vs Cohort 2 Controls: Normal QQ Plot of P Values 
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Figure 3: SNP Association of AKI in Cohort 1: Normal QQ Plot of P Values 
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Figure 4: SNP Association of AKI in Cohort 2: Normal QQ Plot of P Values 
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Figure 5: Association results for rs3024495 and surrounding SNPs 

rs3024495 
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Figure 6: Association results for rs1800896 and surrounding SNPs 

rs1800896 
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Figure 7: Association results for rs4540055 and surrounding SNPs 

rs4540055 
Note: No SNPs in high LD with rs4540055 

were included in analysis 
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